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New & New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

SABICUS ABCISSU SABICU, Caribbean tree [n] 

SABKHAS AABHKSS KASBAHS, SABKAHS, SABKHA, coastal, flat, periodically flooded area in northern Africa [n] 

SABLEST ABELSST SABLEST, STABLES, SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SABOTED ABDEOST BOASTED, SABOTED, SABOT, wooden shoe [adj] 

SADDISH ADDHISS SADDISH, SIDDHAS, somewhat sad [adj] 

SALMONY ALMNOSY resembling salmon (food fish) [adj] 

SALTERY AELRSTY P- SALTERY, factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES] 

SALWARS AALRSSW SALWAR, shalwar (pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India) [n] 

SAMBOES ABEMOSS SAMBO, Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n] 

SAMIEST AEIMSST MISEATS, MISSEAT, SAMIEST, SAMITES, TAMISES, SAMEY, lacking variety [adj] 

SANGHAS AAGHNSS SANGHA, Buddhist religious community [n] 

SANTIMS AIMNSST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTOKU AKNOSTU SANTOKU -S, Japanese kitchen knife [n -S]  

SANYASI AAINSSY SANYASI -S, sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n -S] 

SAPELES AEELPSS ELAPSES, PLEASES, SAPELES, SAPELE, large tropical African tree [n] 

SARANGI AAGINRS SARANGI -S, SANGRIA, SARANGI, stringed instrument of India [n -S] 

SARKILY AIKLRSY SARKY, sarcastic [adv] 

SARNIES AEINRSS ARSINES, SARNIES, SARNIE, sandwich [n] 

SATCOMS ACMOSST COMSATS, MASCOTS, SATCOMS, SATCOM, satellite communications [n] 

SATINED ADEINST DESTAIN, DETAINS, INSTEAD, NIDATES, SATINED, SAINTED, STAINED, STAINED, SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SATSANG AAGNSST SATSANG -S, SATSANG, SATANGS, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n -S] 

SAXISTS AISSSTX SAXIST, saxophone player [n] 

SCARVED ACDERSV wearing scarf (piece of cloth worn for warmth or protection) [adj] 

SCATTILY ACILSTTY SCATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adv] 

SCHLONG CGHLNOS SCHLONG -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SCHMUTZ CHMSTUZ dirt, grime [n -ES] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS SCHNEID -S, CHINSED, SCHNEID, losing streak [n -S]  

SCHTUPS CHPSSTU SCHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SCHVITZ CHISTVZ to shvitz (to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRAVEL ACELRSV SCRAVEL -S, CARVELS, CLAVERS, SCRAVEL, to move quickly, scramble [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SCRAWBS ABCRSSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCRITCH CCHIRST quiet scraping sound [n -ES] 

SCRUMMY CMMRSUY delicious [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

SCRUMPY CMPRSUY rough cider [n -PIES] 

SCRYERS CERRSSY SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [n] 

SEAFOAM AAEFMOS SEAFOAM -S, foam formed on sea [n -S] 

SEAKALE AAEEKLS SEAKALE -S, coastal plant with edible shoots [n -S] 

SECONAL ACELNOS SECONAL -S, trademark [n -S] 

SELFIES EEFILSS SELFIE, image of oneself taken by oneself using phone camera [n] 

SENESCE CEEENSS SENESCE -DS, ESSENCE, SENESCE, to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SENITIS EIINSST SENITI, monetary unit of Tonga [n] 

SENRYUS ENRSSUY SENRYU, Japanese poem [n] 

SEROMAS AEMORSS SEROMA, postsurgical subcutaneous accumulation of clear fluid [n]  

SERVERY EERRSVY counter or room from which meals are served [n -RIES] 

SEXPERT EEPRSTX SEXPERT -S, EXPERTS, SEXPERT, expert in sexual matters [n -S] 
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SEXTING EGINSTX SEXTING -S, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n -S] 

SHADDUP ADDHPSU used to silence someone [interj] 

SHAGGER AEGGHRS SHAGGER -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHAHADA AAADHHS SHAHADA -HS, Muslim profession of faith [n -S] 

SHAHEED ADEEHHS SHAHEED -S, shahid (Muslim martyr) [n -S] 

SHAHIDS ADHHISS SHAHID, Muslim martyr [n] 

SHAIKHS AHHIKSS SHAIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHALWAR AAHLRSW SHALWAR -S, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n -S] 

SHAMALS AAHLMSS SHAMAL, hot, dry wind [n] 

SHAMBAS AABHMSS SHAMBA, farm in East Africa [n] 

SHARIAS AAHIRSS HARISSA, SHARIAS, SHARIA, Islamic law based on Koran [n] 

SHARIAT AAHIRST SHARIAT -S, sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHARTED ADEHRST DEARTHS, HARDEST, HARDSET, HATREDS, SHARTED, THREADS, TRASHED, SHART, to expel feces with flatus [v] 

SHASTAS AAHSSST SHASTA, flowering plant [n] 

SHAYKHS AHHKSSY SHAYKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHEENEY EEEHNSY SHEENEY -S, disparaging term for Jewish person [n -S] 

SHEENIE EEEHINS SHEENIE -RS, person of Jewish religion or descent [n -S] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS SHEEPLE -S, people likened to sheep [n -S]  

SHEGETZ EEGHSTZ Jewish boy who does not observe Jewish precepts [n SHKOTZIM] 

SHEHNAI AEHHINS SHEHNAI -S, double-reed wind instrument of India [n -S] 

SHEITEL EEHILST SHEITEL -S, SHEITEL, SHELTIE, wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHEMALE AEEHLMS SHEMALE -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHENAIS AEHINSS HESSIAN, SHENAIS, SHENAI, shehnai (double-reed wind instrument of India) [n] 

SHEROES EEHORSS RESHOES, SHEROES, SHERO, woman regarded as hero [n] 

SHICKSA ACHIKSS SHICKSA -S, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n -S] 

SHIKARA AAHIKRS SHIKARA, light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n] 

SHIKARI AHIIKRS SHIKARI -S, shikaree (big game hunter) [n] 

SHIKRAS AHIKRSS SHIKARS, SHIKRAS, SHIKRA, small sparrow hawk [n] 

SHIKSAS AHIKSSS SHIKSA, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n] 

SHIKSEH EHHIKSS SHIKSEH -S, SHEIKHS, SHIKSEH, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n -S] 

SHIKSES EHIKSSS SHIKSE, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n] 

SHINOLA AHILNOS SHINOLA -S, trademark [n -S] 

SHIRTED DEHIRST DITHERS, SHIRTED, SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 

SHITBAG ABGHIST SHITBAG -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITCAN ACHINST SHITCAN -S, offensive word [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHITTER EHIRSTT SHITTER -S, HITTERS, SHITTER, THETRIS, TITHERS, offensive word [n -S] 

SHIURIM HIIMRSU SHIUR, Talmudic study session [n] 

SHIVING GHIINSV SHIV, to stab with improvised knife [v] 

SHIVVED DEHISVV SHIV, to stab with improvised knife [v] 

SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SHMATTE AEHMSTT SHMATTE -S, schmatte (ragged garment) [n -S] 

SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHOCHET CEHHOST HOTCHES, SHOCHET, person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n -IM] 

SHOCHUS CHHOSSU SHOCHU, Japanese liquor [n] 

SHOULDA ADHLOSU should have [v] 
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SHROOMS HMOORSS SHROOM, mushroom (type of fungus) [n] 

SIBSHIP BHIIPSS SIBSHIP -S, group of children having same parents [n -S] 

SIDDHAS ADDHISS SIDDHA, SADDISH, SIDDHAS, one who has attained perfection in Hinduism [n] 

SIDDHIS DDHIISS SIDDHI, perfection attained by siddha [n] 

SIDEDLY DDEILSY in manner of something with given number of sides [adv] 

SIKSIKS IIKKSSS SIKSIK, Arctic ground squirrel [n] 

SIMCHAS ACHIMSS CHIASMS, SIMCHAS, SIMCHA, Jewish private party [n] 

SINKFUL FIKLNSU SINKFUL -S, SINKFUL, SKINFUL, as much as sink can hold [n -S] 

SINNETS EINNSST SENNITS, SINNETS, SINNET, sennet (call sounded on trumpet signaling entrance or exit of actors) [n] 

SITCHES CEHISST SITCH, situation (act of situating (to place in certain position)) [n] 

SITREPS EIPRSST ESPRITS, PERSIST, PRIESTS, SITREPS, SPRIEST, SPRITES, STIRPES, STRIPES, SITREP, report on current military situation [n] 

SIZEISM EIIMSSZ SIZEISM -S, discrimination based on size [n -S] 

SIZEIST EIISSTZ SIZEIST -S, SIZEIST, SIZIEST, one who practises sizeism (discrimination based on size) [n -S] 

SKEDDED DDDEEKS SKED, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKIDPAD ADDIKPS SKIDPAD -S, road surface on which drivers can practice controlling skidding [n -S] 

SKIMMIA AIIKMMS SKIMMIA -S, evergreen shrub [n -S] 

SKOLING GIKLNOS SKOL, to skoal (to drink to health of) [v] 

SKRYING GIKNRSY SKRY, to scry (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [v] 

SKYGLOW GKLOSWY SKYGLOW -S, glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n -S] 

SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj] 

SLAHALS AAHLLSS SLAHAL, lahal (team game played by indigenous peoples of Pacific Northwest) [n] 

SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZES AEELSSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ SLEAZO, sleazoid (person of low morals or character) [n] 

SLURVES ELRSSUV SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n] 

SLUSHEE EEHLSSU SLUSHEE -S, HUELESS, SLUSHEE, slushy (confection consisting of flavored semisolid ice) [n -S] 

SLUSHIE EHILSSU SLUSHIE -RS, slushy (confection consisting of flavored semisolid ice) [n -S] 

SMARMED ADEMMRS DAMMERS, SMARMED, SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 

SMILIER EIILMRS MILREIS, SLIMIER, SMILIER, SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMILIES EIILMSS MISLIES, MISSILE, SIMILES, SMILIES, SMILEY, representation of smiling face [n] 

SMOKEYS EKMOSSY SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] 

SMOKIES EIKMOSS SMOKIES -T, SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n], SMOKIE, sausage or hot dog [n] 

SMOOTHE EHMOOST SMOOTHE -DNRS, to smooth (to make smooth) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SMRITIS IIMRSST SMRITI, text of Hindu religious teachings [n] 

SNAGGER AEGGNRS SNAGGER -S, GANGERS, GRANGES, NAGGERS, SNAGGER, person who uses illegal fishing methods [n -S] 

SNAGGLE AEGGLNS SNAGGLE -S, GANGLES, SNAGGLE, tangled or knotted mass [n -S] 

SNAKISH AHIKNSS resembling snake [adj] 

SNARFLE AEFLNRS SNARFLE -DS, to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNARKED ADEKNRS DARKENS, SNARKED, SNARK, to criticize hurtfully [v] 

SNOGGER EGGNORS SNOGGER -S, one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n -S] 

SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n] 

SNUGGLY GGLNSUY warm and cozy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SOLERAS AELORSS LASSOER, OARLESS, SEROSAL, SOLERAS, SOLERA, Spanish method of producing wine [n] 

SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRER -O, SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMONIS IMNOOSS SIMOONS, SOMONIS, SOMONI, monetary unit of Tajikistan [n] 

SOONISH HINOOSS SOON, in near future [adj] 
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SOPPILY ILOPPSY SOPPY, very wet [adv] 

SORTALS ALORSST SORTAL, term that classifies entity as being of particular kind [n] 

SOUPILY ILOPSUY PIOUSLY, SOUPILY, SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adv] 

SOURGUM GMORSUU SOURGUM -S, GRUMOUS, SOURGUM, softwood tree of eastern North America [n -S] 

SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

SOWBACK ABCKOSW SOWBACK -S, low ridge of sand [n -S] 

SOWBUGS BGOSSUW SOWBUG, wood louse [n] 

SOWINGS GINOSSW SOWING, act of scattering seeds [n] 

SOYMEAL AELMOSY SOYMEAL -S, AMYLOSE, SOYMEAL, residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n -S] 

SPALTED ADELPST SPALTED, STAPLED, denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] 

SPAZZED ADEPSZZ SPAZ, to lose control of oneself [v] 

SPAZZES AEPSSZZ SPAZ, klutz (clumsy person) [n], SPAZ, to lose control of oneself [v] 

SPECTED CDEEPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPILITE EIILPST SPILITE -S, form of basalt [n -S] 

SPITTLY ILPSTTY SPITTLE, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SPLODGY DGLOPSY splotchy (splotched) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPLURTS LPRSSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPONCON CNNOOPS SPONSON -S, content item placed by sponsor [n -S] 

SPOONER ENOOPRS SPOONER -S, OPERONS, SNOOPER, SPOONER, one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 

SPOORER EOOPRRS SPOORER -S, one that spoors (to track animal) [n -S] 

SPRITZY IPRSTYZ emitting spray [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SPUDGEL DEGLPSU SPUDGEL -S, bucket attached to long pole [n -S] 

SPUTUMS MPSSTUU SPUTUM, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n]  

SPYWARE AEPRSWY SPYWARE -S, SPYWARE, YAWPERS, computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S] 

SQUADDY ADDQSUY squaddie (military recruit) [n -DDIES] 

SQUIDGY DGIQSUY squashy, soggy [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

STAKERS AEKRSST SKATERS, STAKERS, STRAKES, STREAKS, STAKER, one that marks off area with stakes [n] 

STANNED ADENNST STAN, to be excessively devoted fan [v] 

STEAMIE AEEIMST STEAMIE -RS, steamed hot dog [n -S] 

STEPDAD ADDEPST STEPDAD -S, stepfather [n -S] 

STEPMOM EMMOPST STEPMOM -S, stepmother [n -S] 

STERANE AEENRST STERANE -S, EARNEST, EASTERN, NEAREST, STERANE, chemical compound [n -S] 

STERNED DEENRST STERNED, TENDERS, STERN, rear part of ship [adj] 

STEVIAS AEISSTV STEVIA, South American herb with sweet-tasting leaves [n] 

STEWPOT EOPSTTW STEWPOT -S, large pot for stewing [n -S] 

STICKIE CEIIKST STICKIE -RS, EKISTIC, ICKIEST, STICKIE, sticky (slip of notepaper having adhesive strip on back) [n -S] 

STIMMED DEIMMST DIMMEST, STIMMED, STIM, to perform repetitive action to maintain calm [v] 

STINGES EGINSST INGESTS, SIGNETS, STINGES, STINGE, mean or stingy person [n] 

STONKED DEKNOST STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STONKER EKNORST STONKER -S, REKNOTS, STONKER, something very large or impressive of its kind [n -S] 

STOVING GINOSTV STOVE, STAVE, to drive or thrust away [v] 

STRINES EINRSST ESTRINS, INSERTS, SINTERS, STRINES, STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] 

STRIPEY EIPRSTY PYRITES, STRIPEY, stripy (marked with stripes) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

STROBED BDEORST DEBTORS, STROBED, STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STUFFIE EFFISTU STUFFIE -RS, stuffed toy [n -S] 
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STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n STYLOPS] 

SUDOKUS DKOSSUU SUDOKU, puzzle involving numbers 1 through 9 [n] 

SUNBEDS BDENSSU SUNBED, device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] 

SUNCARE ACENRSU SUNCARE -S, protection of skin from damage by sun [n -S] 

SUNKERS EKNRSSU SUNKER, ridge of rock near surface of sea [n] 

SUNSTAR ANRSSTU SUNSTAR -S, SANTURS, SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 

SUNTRAP ANPRSTU SUNTRAP -S, SUNTRAP, UNSTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n -S] 

SWIFTIE EFIISTW SWIFTIE -S, person who acts or thinks quickly [n -S] 

SWILERS EILRSSW SWILER, one that hunts seals [n] 

SWILING GIILNSW SWILING -S, activity of hunting seals [n -S] 

SWIPERS EIPRSSW SWIPER, one that swipes (to strike with sweeping blow) [n] 

SWOLEST ELOSSTW SLOWEST, SWOLEST, SWOLE, markedly muscular [adj] 

SWOPPER EOPPRSW SWOPPER -S, swapper (one that swaps (to trade)) [n -S] 

SYNTONE ENNOSTY SYNTONE -S, person having syntonic temperament [n -S] 

SYNTYPE ENPSTYY SYNTYPE -S, each of set of type specimens on which name of new species is based [n -S] 

 

New & New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

SACKABLE AABCEKLS SACK, to put into sack (large bag) [adj] 

SACREDER ACDEERRS SACREDER, SCAREDER, SACRED, holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj] 

SAFFRONY AFFNORSY resembling saffron (flowering plant) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SAGEHOOD ADEGHOOS SAGEHOOD -S, state of being wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) [n -S] 

SAILPAST AAILPSST SAILPAST -S, sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

SALPICON ACILNOPS SALPICON -S, mixture of chopped foods in sauce used as stuffings [n -S] 

SAMSARIC AACIMRSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [adj] 

SAMSKARA AAAKMRSS SAMSKARA -S, Hindu purification ceremony [n -S] 

SANDHILL ADHILLNS SANDHILL -S, hill of sand [n -S] 

SANDSPIT ADINPSST SANDSPIT -S, SANDPITS, SANDSPIT, small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S] 

SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj] 

SANGRAIL AAGILNRS SANGRAIL -S, LARIGANS, SANGRAIL, legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper [n -S] 

SANGREAL AAEGLNRS SANGREAL -S, sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S] 

SANTOKUS AKNOSSTU SANTOKU, Japanese kitchen knife [n]  

SANYASIS AAINSSSY SANYASI, sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n] 

SAPPINGS AGINPPSS SAPPING, removal of foundation of building so as to weaken it [n] 

SARANGIS AAGINRSS SANGRIAS, SARANGIS, SARANGI, stringed instrument of India [n] 

SARGASSA AAAGRSSS SARGASSO, brownish seaweed [n] 

SASANQUA AAANQSSU SASANQUA -S, Japanese camellia [n -S] 

SATINIER AEIINRST INERTIAS, RAINIEST, SATINIER, SATINY, resembling satin [adj] 

SATINING AGIINNST SAINTING, SATINING, STAINING, SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SATSANGS AAGNSSST SATSANG, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n] 

SAVASANA AAAANSSV SAVASANA -S, resting pose in yoga [n -S] 

SAWGRASS AAGRSSSW sedge with spiny-edged leaves [n -ES] 

SCALENES ACEELNSS CLEANSES, SCALENES, SCALENE, triangle having no two sides equal [n] 

SCALINGS ACGILNSS CLASSING, SCALINGS, SCALING, formation of scales on skin [n] 

SCHLEPPY CEHLPPSY shabby, run-down [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCHLONGS CGHLNOSS SCHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 
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SCHNEIDS CDEHINSS SCHNEID, losing streak [n]  

SCHOOLER CEHLOORS SCHOOLER -S, RESCHOOL, SCHOOLER, person attending school [n -S] 

SCORINGS CGINORSS CROSSING, SCORINGS, SCORING, act of scoring in game [n] 

SCRAVELS ACELRSSV SCRAVEL, to move quickly, scramble [v] 

SCRAWBED ABCDERSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCROBBED BBCDEORS SCROB, to scrape with or at with claws [v] 

SCROLLER CELLORRS SCROLLER -S, computer game in which background scrolls past [n -S] 

SCRUFFED CDEFFRSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUMPLE CELMPRSU SCRUMPLE -DS, CLUMPERS, CRUMPLERS, SCRUMPLE, to crumple, wrinkle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCUMBALL ABCLLMSU SCUMBALL -S, dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUNGILE CEGILNSU conch used as food [n -LI] 

SCUNGILI CGIILNSU SCUNGILI, SLUICING, SCUNGILE, conch used as food [n] 

SCUZZBAG ABCGSUZZ SCUZZBAG -S, dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

SEAFOAMS AAEFMOSS SEAFOAM, foam formed on sea [n] 

SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES] 

SEAKALES AAEEKLSS SEAKALE, coastal plant with edible shoots [n] 

SEALINGS AEGILNSS GAINLESS, GLASSINE, LEASINGS, SEALINGS, SEALING, hunting of seals [n] 

SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

SECONDEE CDEEENOS SECONDEE -S, worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SEININGS EGIINNSS SEINING, act of catching fish with seine [n] 

SEMIBOLD BDEILMOS printed in typeface with strokes not as thick as boldface [adj] 

SENESCED CDEEENSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENESCES CEEENSSS ESSENCES, SENESCES, SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SEPTIMAL AEILMPST PALMIEST, SEPTIMAL, based on number seven [adj] 

SEPTORIA AEIOPRST SEPTORIA -S, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

SEVERIES EEEIRSSV SEVERY, compartment in vaulted ceiling [n] 

SEXPERTS EEPRSSTX SEXPERT, expert in sexual matters [n] 

SEXTINGS EGINSSTX SEXTING, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n] 

SHACKIER ACEHIKRS SHACKY, dilapidated [adj] 

SHAHADAS AAADHHSS SHAHADA, Muslim profession of faith [n] 

SHAHEEDS ADEEHHSS SHAHEED, shahid (Muslim martyr) [n] 

SHALWARS AAHLRSSW SHALWAR, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n] 

SHAMIANA AAAHIMNS SHAMIANA -S, large tent in India [n -S] 

SHAMINGS AGHIMNSS SHAMINGS, SMASHING, SHAMING, act of shaming [n] 

SHARKISH AHHIKRSS behaving like shark (predatory fish) [adj] 

SHARPISH AHHIPRSS somewhat sharp [adj] 

SHARTING AGHINRST SHARTING, TRASHING, SHART, to expel feces with flatus [v] 

SHATOOSH AHHOOSST fabric made from wool of chiru [n -ES] 

SHAWARMA AAAHMRSW SHAWARMA -S, sandwich of lamb or chicken, vegetables, and often tahini wrapped in pita bread [n -S] 

SHEENEYS EEEHNSSY SHEENEY, disparaging term for Jewish person [n] 

SHEENIES EEEHINSS SHEENIES -T, SHEENIE, person of Jewish religion or descent [n] 

SHEHNAIS AEHHINSS SHEHNAI, double-reed wind instrument of India [n] 

SHEITELS EEHILSST SHEITELS, SHELTIES, SHEITEL, wig worn by married Jewish woman [n] 

SHEMALES AEEHLMSS SHEMALE, offensive word [n] 

SHERRIED DEEHIRRS cooked or flavored with sherry [adj] 

SHERWANI AEHINRSW SHERWANI -S, knee-length coat worn by some men of India [n -S] 
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SHICKSAS ACHIKSSS SHICKSA, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n] 

SHIKARAS AAHIKRSS SHIKARA -S, KARAHIS, SHIKARA, light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S] 

SHIKARIS AHIIKRSS RIKISHAS, SHIKARIS, SHIKARI, shikaree (big game hunter) [n] 

SHIKSEHS EHHIKSSS SHIKSEH, Jewish girl or woman who does not observe Jewish precepts [n] 

SHINOLAS AHILNOSS SHINOLA, trademark [n] 

SHINTIES EHIINSST SHINTY, Scottish game similar to field hockey [n] 

SHIRAZES AEHIRSSZ SHIRAZ, type of wine [n] 

SHIRTILY HIILRSTY SHIRTY, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adv] 

SHITBAGS ABGHISST SHITBAG, offensive word [n] 

SHITCANS ACHINSST SHITCAN, offensive word [v] 

SHITFACE ACEFHIST SHITFACE -DS, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITHEAD ADEHHIST SHITHEAD -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITHEEL EEHHILST SHITHEEL -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITLESS EHILSSST offensive word [adj] 

SHITLIST HIILSSTT SHITLIST -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITLOAD ADHILOST SHITLOAD -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHITPOST HIOPSSTT SHITPOST -S, to post something deliberately provocative [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHITSHOW HHIOSSTW SHITSHOW -S, disaster (calamity (grievous misfortune)) [n -S] 

SHITTERS EHIRSSTT SHITTER, offensive word [n] 

SHITTIER EHIIRSTT SHITTY, offensive word [adj] 

SHITWORK HIKORSTW SHITWORK -S, offensive word [n -S] 

SHIVVING GHIINSVV SHIV, to stab with improvised knife [v] 

SHKOTZIM HIKMOSTZ SHEGETZ, Jewish boy who does not observe Jewish precepts [n] 

SHLEPPER EEHLPPRS SHLEPPER -S, one that schleps (to lug or drag) [n -S] 

SHMATTES AEHMSSTT SHMATTE, schmatte (ragged garment) [n] 

SHMEARED ADEEHMRS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERED DEEEHMRS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ SHMOOZER -S, one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHOOSHED DEHHOOSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOTIST HIOOSSTT SHOOTIST -S, one that is skilled at shooting [n -S] 

SHOPLESS EHLOPSSS having no stores [adj] 

SHOPPIER EHIOPPRS SHOPPY, conducive to shopping [adj] 

SHOUTIER EHIORSTU SHOUTY, given to or characterized by shouting [adj] 

SHOUTOUT HOOSTTUU SHOUTOUT -S, OUTSHOUT, SHOUTOUT, acknowledgement (acknowledgment) [n -S] 

SHOWGOER EGHOORSW SHOWGOER -S, one that attends show [n -S] 

SHROOMER EHMOORRS SHROOMER -S, one who enjoys eating mushrooms [n -S] 

SHTUMMER EHMMRSTU SHTUM, schtum (silent (making no sound or noise)) [adj] 

SHTUPPED DEHPPSTU SHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SHVITZED DEHISTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SHVITZES EHISSTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SIBSHIPS BHIIPSSS SIBSHIP, group of children having same parents [n] 

SIDALCEA AACDEILS SIDALCEA -S, ALCAIDES, SIDALCEA, North American herb [n -S] 

SIDEBURN BDEINRSU SIDEBURN -S, BURNSIDE, SIDEBURN, either of two strips of hair grown by man down each side of face [n -S] 

SIDELESS DEEILSSS IDLESSE, SIDELESS, having no sides [adj] 

SIDELOCK CDEIKLOS SIDELOCK -S, long lock of hair falling from side of head [n -S] 
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SIDEMEAT ADEEIMST SIDEMEAT -S, MEDIATES, SIDEMEAT, meat cut from side of pig [n -S] 

SIDEROAD ADDEIORS SIDEROAD -S, ROADSIDE, SIDEROAD, rural road [n -S] 

SIDESMAN ADEIMNSS lay assistant at Anglican church [n -MEN] 

SIDESMEN DEEIMNSS SIDESMAN, lay assistant at Anglican church [n] 

SIGNINGS GGIINNSS SIGNINGS, SINGINGS, SIGNING, act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n] 

SILASTIC ACIILSST SILASTIC -S, trademark [n -S] 

SILURIAN AIILNRSU of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

SINGINGS GGIINNSS SIGNINGS, SINGINGS, SINGING, act or sound of one that sings [n] 

SINKFULS FIKLNSSU SINKFULS, SKINFULS, SINKFUL, as much as sink can hold [n] 

SIPPABLE ABEILPPS capable of being sipped [adj] 

SIZEISMS EIIMSSSZ SIZEISM, discrimination based on size [n] 

SIZEISTS EIISSSTZ SIZEIST, one who practises sizeism (discrimination based on size) [n] 

SKEDDING DDEGIKNS SKED, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKEEVIER EEEIKRSV SKEEVY, repulsive, disgusting [adj] 

SKEEZIER EEEIKRSZ SKEEZY, repulsive [adj] 

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS SKIDOOER -S, one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

SKIDPADS ADDIKPSS SKIDPAD, road surface on which drivers can practice controlling skidding [n] 

SKILFULL FIKLLLSU SKILFULL, SKILLFUL, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

SKIMMIAS AIIKMMSS SKIMMIA, evergreen shrub [n] 

SKINNIES EIIKNNSS INKINESS, SKINNIES, SKINNY, one that is skinny [n] 

SKIWEARS AEIKRSSW SKIWEAR, clothing suitable for wear while skiing [n] 

SKOOKUMS KKMOOSSU SKOOKUM, evil spirit [n] 

SKYGLOWS GKLOSSWY SKYGLOW, glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n] 

SKYSCAPE ACEKPSSY SKYSCAPE -S, view of sky [n -S] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SLABBIER ABBEILRS SLABBY, covered or paved with slabs [adj] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST ENTRAILS, LATRINES, RATLINES, RETINALS, SLANTIER, TRENAILS, SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST SLAPSHOT -S, type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

SLAYINGS AGILNSSY SLAYING, act or instance of killing [n] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEEVEEN EEEELNSV SLEEVEEN -S, mischievous person [n -S] 

SLIMLINE EIILLMNS slender in design or build [adj] 

SLOGANED ADEGLNOS DONEGALS, SLOGANED, SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [adj] 

SLUBBEST BBELSSTU SLUB (material with irregular appearance) [adj] 

SLUMPIER EILMPRSU SLUMPY, characterized by fall in value or amount [adj] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SLUSHEES EEHLSSSU SLUSHEE, slushy (confection consisting of flavored semisolid ice) [n] 

SLUSHIES EHILSSSU SLUSHIES -T, SLUSHY, confection consisting of flavored slushy ice [n] 

SMARMING AGIMMNRS SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 

SMARTISH AHIMRSST SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMILIEST EIILMSST ELITISMS, SLIMIEST, SMILIEST, SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMISHING GHIIMNSS SMISHING -S, act of phishing by text message [n -S] 

SMITHING GHIIMNST SMITHING -S, work of smith [n -S] 

SMOKEBOX BEKMOOSX chamber for producing and containing smoke [n -ES] 

SMOKINGS GIKMNOSS SMOKING, inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n] 

SNACKIER ACEIKNRS SNACKY, suitable as light meal [adj] 
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SNAGGERS AEGGNRSS SNAGGER, person who uses illegal fishing methods [n] 

SNARFLED ADEFLNRS SNARFLE, to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v] 

SNARFLES AEFLNRSS SNARFLE, to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v] 

SNARKING AGIKNNRS RANKINGS, SNARKING, SNARK, to criticize hurtfully [v] 

SNAZZILY AILNSYZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adv] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SNIPINGS GIINNPSS SNIPING, act of one that snipes [n] 

SNITTIER EIINRSTT NITRITES, SNITTIER, SNITTY, disagreeably ill-tempered [adj] 

SNIVELLY EILLNSVY tending to whine with sniffling [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST] 

SNOCOACH ACCHNOOS bus-like vehicle with large tires or tracks for traveling on snow [n -ES] 

SNOGGERS EGGNORSS SNOGGER, one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n] 

SNOOTFUL FLNOOSTU SNOOTFUL -S, enough alcoholic liquor to make one drunk [n -S] 

SNORINGS GINNORSS SNORING, act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n] 

SNOWFLEA AEFLNOSW SNOWFLEA -S, wingless insect appearing on snow in spring [n -S] 

SNUBBEST BBENSSTU SNUB (short) [adj] 

SOAKINGS AGIKNOSS SOAKING, act of wetting something thoroughly [n] 

SOAPFISH AFHIOPSS tropical fish that produces toxic mucus [n -ES] 

SOCKETTE CEEKOSTT SOCKETTE -S, very short sock [n -S] 

SODOMISE DEIMOOSS SODOMISE -DS, SODOMIES, SODOMISE, to sodomize (to engage in sodomy with) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SOMBERER BEEMORRS SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

SOMBREST BEMORSST MOBSTERS, SOMBREST, SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SORBITAN ABINORST SORBITAN -S, SORBITAN, TABORINS, chemical compound [n -S] 

SORTINGS GINORSST RINGTOSS, SORTINGS, SORTING, separating of items into groups [n] 

SOULSTER ELORSSTU SOULSTER -S, singer of soul music [n -S] 

SOUNDBAR ABDNORSU SOUNDBAR -S, BAUDRONS, SOUNDBAR enclosure containing several loudspeakers [n -S] 

SOURGUMS GMORSSUU SOURGUM, softwood tree of eastern North America [n] 

SOWBACKS ABCKOSSW SOWBACK, low ridge of sand [n] 

SOYMEALS AELMOSSY AMYLOSES, SOYMEALS, SOYMEAL, residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n] 

SPACELAB AABCELPS SPACELAB -S, spacecraft equipped with laboratory [n -S] 

SPAZZING AGINPSZZ SPAZ, to lose control of oneself [v] 

SPECKIER CEEIKPRS PICKEERS, SPECKIER, SPECKY, marked with small spots [adj] 

SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPEEDRUN DEENPRSU SPEEDRUN -S, playing of game as quickly as possible [n -S] 

SPIDERED DDEEIPRS PRESIDED, SPIDERED, SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPILITES EIILPSST PITLIESS, SPILITES, SPILITE, form of basalt [n] 

SPILITIC CIIILPST SPILITE, form of basalt [adj] 

SPINNIER EIINNPRS SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 

SPIRITUS IIPRSSTU spirit [n SPIRITUS] 

SPITTIER EIIPRSTT SPITTY, marked with saliva [adj] 

SPIVVIER EIIPRSVV SPIVVY, resembling spiv (unscrupulous petty criminal) in dress or conduct [adj] 

SPIVVISH HIIPSSVV SPIV, unscrupulous petty criminal [adj] 

SPLURTED DELPRSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPONCONS CNNOOPSS SPONCON, content item placed by sponsor [n] 

SPOONERS ENOOPRSS POORNESS, SNOOPERS, SPOONERS, SPOONER, one that behaves in amorous way [n] 

SPOORERS EOOPRRSS SPOORER, one that spoors (to track animal) [n] 

SPORTIFS FIOPRSST SPORTIF, person who is active or interested in physical competitions [n] 
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SPRITELY EILPRSTY PRIESTLY, SPRITELY, full of energy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPROGLET EGLOPRST SPROGLET -S, sprog (small child) [n -S] 

SPUDGELS DEGLPSSU SPUDGEL, bucket attached to long pole [n] 

SPUMANTE AEMNPSTU SPUMANTE -S, PUTAMENS, SPUMANTE, Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj] 

SPYWARES AEPRSSWY SPYWARE, computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n] 

SQUADDIE ADDEIQSU SQUADDIE -S, military recruit [n -S] 

SQUIBBER BBEIQRSU SQUIBBER -S, infield grounder that becomes base hit [n -S] 

SQUIRELY EILQRSUY of or befitting squire [adj] 

SRIRACHA AACHIRRS SRIRACHA -S, chili sauce [n -S]  

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT STAGETTE -S, all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STAGHORN AGHNORST STAGHORN -S, stag's horn used for knife handle [n -S] 

STANNING AGINNNST STANNING, TANNINGS, STAN, to be excessively devoted fan [v] 

STARCHER ACEHRRST STARCHER -S, CHARTERS, RECHARTS, STARCHER, one that starches (to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate)) [n -S] 

STARRILY AILRRSTY STARRY, abounding with stars [adv] 

STATELET AEELSTTT STATELET -S, small state (political community) [n -S] 

STATURED ADERSTTU STATURE, natural height of human or animal body [adj] 

STEAMIES AEEIMSST STEAMIES -T, SEAMIEST, STEAMIES, STEAMIE, steamed hot dog [n] 

STEPDADS ADDEPSST STEPDAD, stepfather [n] 

STEPDOWN DENOPSTW STEPDOWN -S, gradual decrease [n -S] 

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STEPMOMS EMMOPSST STEPMOM, stepmother [n] 

STERANES AEENRSST ASSENTER, EASTERNS, SARSENET, STERANES, STERANE, chemical compound [n] 

STEWPOTS EOPSSTTW STEWPOT, large pot for stewing [n] 

STILLAGE AEGILLST STILLAGE -S, LEGALIST, STILLAGE, TILLAGES, low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S] 

STILLSON ILLNOSST STILLSON -S, large wrench (tool for gripping and turning) [n -S] 

STIMMING GIIMMNST STIMMING -S, act of stimming [n -S], STIM, to perform repetitive action to maintain calm [v] 

STOMPIER EIMOPRST IMPOSTER, STOMPIER, STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

STONECUT CENOSTTU STONECUT -S, print made from image engraved on stone [n -S] 

STONKERS EKNORSST STONKER, something very large or impressive of its kind [n] 

STONKING GIKNNOST remarkable, exciting [adj], STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STOPBAND ABDNOPST STOPBAND -S, band of frequencies limited by filter [n -S] 

STOPINGS GINOPSST POSTINGS, SIGNPOST, STOPINGS, STOPING, process of excavating in layers [n] 

STOREMAN AEMNORST MONSTERA, ONSTREAM, STOREMAN, TONEARMS, man who looks after stored goods [n -MEN] 

STOREMEN EEMNORST STOREMAN, man who looks after stored goods [n] 

STOVETOP EOOPSTTV STOVETOP -S, upper surface of cooking apparatus [n -S] 

STREETED DEEERSTT DETESTER, RETESTED, STREETED, STREET, public thoroughfare [adj] 

STRIATAL AAILRSTT RATTAILS, STRIATAL, STRIATUM, mass of nervous tissue within brain [adj] 

STROBING BGINORST STROBING -S, process of producing high-intensity flashes of light [n -S], STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STUBBIES BBEISSTU STUBBIES -T, STUBBY, short squat bottle of beer [n] 

STUFFIES EFFISSTU STUFFIES -T, STUFFIE, stuffed toy [n] 

STUMPILY ILMPSTUY STUMPY, short and thick [adv] 

STYLOIDS DILOSSTY STYLOID, slender projection of bone [n] 

STYLOPID DILOPSTY STYLOPID -S, stylops (insect that is parasite of other insects) [n -S] 

SUBPRIME BEIMPRSU denoting loan that is at higher interest rate than prime rate [adj] 

SUBSTORM BMORSSTU SUBSTORM -S, disturbance in planetary magnetic field [n -S]  
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SUBTRADE ABDERSTU SUBTRADE -S, specialist hired by general contractor [n -S] 

SUBTWEET BEESTTUW SUBTWEET -S, to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

SUCKHOLE CEHKLOSU SUCKHOLE -S, offensive word [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUMBITCH BCHIMSTU offensive word [n -ES] 

SUNCARES ACENRSSU SUNCARE, protection of skin from damage by sun [n] 

SUNSTARS ANRSSSTU SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n] 

SUNTRAPS ANPRSSTU SUNTRAPS, UNSTRAPS, SUNTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n] 

SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj] 

SWAPFILE AEFILPSW SWAPFILE -S, computer file with space for transferred programs [n -LIES] 

SWEETLIP EEILPSTW SWEETLIP -S, fish having protruding mouth [n -S] 

SWIFTIES EFIISSTW SWIFTIE, person who acts or thinks quickly [n] 

SWILINGS GIILNSSW SWILING, activity of hunting seals [n] 

SWISHEST EHISSSTW SWISH, 1. smart, fashionable 2. effeminate [adj] 

SWITCHEL CEHILSTW SWITCHEL -S, drink made with water, molasses, and vinegar and often ginger [n -S] 

SWOPPERS EOPPRSSW SWOPPER, swapper (one that swaps (to trade)) [n] 

SYCONOID CDINOOSY SYCON, type of sponge [adj] 

SYNTHASE AEHNSSTY SYNTHASE -S, SHANTEYS, SYNTHASE, enzyme that acts as catalyst in linking two molecules [n -SES] 

SYNTONES ENNOSSTY SYNTONE, person having syntonic temperament [n] 

SYNTYPES ENPSSTYY SYNTYPE, each of set of type specimens on which name of new species is based [n] 

SYPHONAL AHLNOPSY siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SYPHONIC CHINOPSY siphonic (siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon)) [adj] 
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